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Dear Porschephiles 
 
First of all, we wish all our members, friends, associates and partners a Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year. 
 
May your burdens grow lighter 
as your pockets grow ever heavier 
May joy and happiness find you 
as peace and prosperity be your friend 
May love find a home in your heart 
as you trod on lighted paths 
May health be your faithful companion 
and you are blessed with wisdom 
 
 
1. Mini Doty to Hatyai 
 
For the first time in recent years, we have chosen Hatyai as our destination of choice. This so 
called easy drive have adventures of it's own as we planned to explore the Songkhla region 
rather than just passing by. 

 
Stay was at Buri SriPhu hotel just off the city center. Nice and clean with traditional Thai 
hospitality. 

 
One thing that escaped our mind was the holiday traffic. We should have planned both arrival 
and departures on 'off' days. 
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There were two main activities intra-drive. One was a day drive to Trang via B roads.  We have 
always liked this route as we just went short of Krabi in this 400+km journey.  Thanks Dr Rama 
and Eng Hock for planning this.  The other was a Drive to Songkhla Lake and Ko Yor Island.  Now 
this lake which is 35 km from Hatyai is huge and opens up to the sea. It is full of kelongs with 
very tasty and thriving fish farms. Seafood from this lake is firm. We tried local products we have 
never seen before, cooked in local Thai style minus several degrees of chillies.  Definitely worth 
repeated visits.  Thanks to Randy and his friend Suthee for arranging. 
 

 
The first night's dinner was hosted by PCM. Traditional Thai cuisine. 9 courses. We loved it. 
Thanks Irene, Johnson and Dr Rama. Second night was free night, but we never miss Washington 
Restaurant. A must visit for Chiew senior. Other interesting places to eat ate the bird's nest, fins 
and other delicacies. 
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Thanks too to SDAP for their support car which attended to minor work thankfully. Suddenly 
two nights did not feel right... 
 
 
 
2.0 New Members' Night Christmas party 
 
Held at the spanking new and opulent Oakroom at Bangsar South's 
Nexus, this was a time to get everyone together. 18 new members 
joined the 120. 
 
With the place themed Christmas, the sporting new members were 
introduced. Just a few funny interactive games and yes...presents 
and prizes. Thanks to major contributors SDAP, Ice Watch, ProTech 
and Fobo, it was fun with good food and drinks. We discovered too 
that Dicky Han and really dance. O yes, did I mention the karaoke 
rooms were specially opened for us till very late? 
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Thanks Irene, the main driver of the Project as well as Jonathan the MC. 
 
 
 
3.0 Movies 
 
We are trying a new Project. Movie Premiers and booking of the entire Gold Class for PCM. We 
started an exploratory attendance with Spectre and then with Star Wars.  We see how well 
received this project is. Thanks Hayati. 
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4.0 Porsche Travel Club 
 
Various destinations mainly in Europe. 10 Porsches 20 pax thru some the most stunning routes 
in Europe. Have to book and pay early if we are to get the Drive to ourselves. Prices will be in the 
region of €6,000 per pax excluding airfares. I have been on several such drives already and loved 
it. We will try and target September or October. Contact Olivia 
 
 
5.0 Ice Watch 
 
Special mention of this brand which is part of the Habib group. It took them all but two days to 
confirm supporting us with 20 watches for the Christmas party. Unfortunately, they had another 
promotion on and lacked the manpower for a booth.  I’m very impressed with their generosity. 
Makes ideal gifts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Thanks again to all our members and their families. 
 
Warm Regards 
Key Soon Yue 
President 
Porsche Club Malaysia 
 


